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Abstract -- Communication Optimization is the basic necessity of
a sensor network. The network also has the critical sensor
nodes. To run the network communication effectively, there is
the requirement to set up the target monitoring in an effective
way. The methods for target, barrier and area coverage
provided. In this paper, different aspects, constraints and
challenges associated with Target Monitoring are discussed.
The paper also identified all the influencing vectors to the
Target Monitoring are provided.
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I

INTRODUCTION

Target Monitoring is a major issue in a Sensor Networks.
The Monitoring concept is the measure of the Optimization
of sensing functions and is subject of interpretations. To
have every location in actual space is the objective of
monitoring. Monitoring discovers the weak points as the
dots with least covered by the sensors in the sensor field and
suggests prospect reconfiguration and localization schemes
to raise performance. More often than that there are two
essential ideas in Monitoring [5]:



and classification requires even higher levels of Monitoring.
The reporting requirement for a sensor network also
depends on the number of errors that must be supported.
The requirements during reporting may also change after a
mesh has been redistributed. Each sensing node can sense
the sensation in any particular sensing area.
Problems during Monitoring are crucial in
designing wireless sensor web. The Monitoring Problem of
the Sensor Network is to encompass the entire area or a set
of particular targets within where we would wish to explore
in an enduring period by redistributing generous sensors by
any means. It is generated by three prime reasons: not
sufficient detectors encompass complete Region of Interest
(ROI), poor sensing range and random localization. Some of
sensing components collapse during operation, causing
defective senses to completely cover Region of Interest.
The range of sensor is restricted to a particular radius
meaning that sensor cannot cover outside region resulting to
the Monitoring problem. Monitoring problem is studied
through, particularly when mixed Monitoring with energy
efficiency. Depending on the Monitoring applications and
goals, they can be classified as [6]


Evaluating performance of monitoring when sensor
devices are deploying in observing area.
Advancement in monitoring performance when
sensor network does not meet application
prerequisites.

Sensing Monitoring outlines the observing quality supported
by any sensor network in a specified neighborhood. Various
level of sensing Monitoring needed in various applications.
Some applications simply needs every location in a region
be observed by multiple devices, and distributed Monitoring



Target Monitoring Problem- Some predetermined
objectives exist that must be observed (covered) in
a fixed deployed region. Due to the limited battery
energy of deployed sensors, Target Monitoring
problem has center of attraction in conniving
effective scheduling methods for time lugging to
observe such objectives.
Region Cover Problem- In some areas, it is to
ascertain that every detail of a complete arena can
be observed at least by one sensor. The Monitoring
problem is to increase time to observe the whole
region.
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Barrier Monitoring Problem- we provide a barrier
wanting to insure that the deployed sensors
discovered all the objects that moves across the
roadblock.

Our study is focused on Target Monitoring problems. Many
methods have been offered to resolve these Monitoring
problems. This research is focused on calculating and
developing Monitoring performance for Target Monitoring,
with enhancing network life.
II

LITERATURE SURVEY

A mass work has been done in area of Target Monitoring by
many other researchers in mode of localization methods.
There work is defined hereunder:
Author [1] round object the various types of Monitoring
problem as per different criteria. He studied types of
Monitoring problem as per localization of the nets, the role
of observing objects/areas, sensing models of sensor devices
and hence along. For making the Monitoring performance
better, a method is also offered in the report. By means of
devices’ mobility, this method is capable of shifting
unnecessary devices toward uncovered area. It has few
confines about energy and node hardware, but still it is an
efficient method. The author [2] review the general schemes
use to solve Monitoring problems in Sensor Network. He
research to maximize Monitoring of Sensor Network using
sensor positioning. The strategies categorize into 3 groups
based on approaches used. These are grid based,
computational geometry based or force based approach. On
the basis of these approaches theory and concepts along
with lessons of the methods were projected. Each strategy
holds his prices and benefits.
The Author [3] addresses Monitoring in fixed wireless
sensor nets. Fixed Sensor Networks doesn’t move after
deployment. Reporting was related with two important
properties of Sensor Networks: network monitoring and
energy efficiency. They classified Monitoring as Target
monitoring, point-monitoring and barrier-monitoring.
Various Monitoring models and sensor localization methods
are also delineated in the report. Author [4] presented the
energy-efficient Monitoring problems in framework of fixed
wireless ad-hoc sensor networks. WASN is characterizing
through a random sensor localization method, where
location of sensor is not well-known. This attribute is
essential when individual sensor appointment is not feasible.
As battery resources are defined a significant subject in
WASN is energy efficiency. The Mechanisms which
preserve energy resources are really pleasing, because they
hold straight impact on network life-time. Author [5]
presented the survey of the Monitoring problem in sensor
network. Besides this just about basic design considerations
that are held into account for Monitoring in Sensor Network
are also reported in the report. They identified the two main

challenges: 1) network Monitoring and 2) maximizing
network lifetime. The various troubles that are related to
Monitoring in Sensor Network are also delineated. A short
review with contrast of existing Monitoring scheme is also
offered.
Researches offered several methods to optimize the
difficulty. To generate the cover bands, disjoint and NonDisjoint approaches are utilized and applied to wrap
particular objectives. There is no convergence between the
bands in disjoint sets. The sensing elements are permitted to
take part exclusively in single cover sheet. There is no raise
in network time by this attack. In Non-Disjoint method, a
sensor can also take part into other cover sets. The Non
Disjoint method raises the network life-time. Author [6]
examined the network lifetime issue of the Target
Monitoring problem. So they studied the maximum lifetime
Monitoring problem. In their work this problem is scaled
down to minimum weight sensor Monitoring problem,
which is to determine the minimum total weight of sensors
to pass over a given area or a collapsed set of objectives
with a dedicated set of weighted sensors. In this report they
presented a polynomial time approximation method for this
trouble. Author [7] organized the sensors in maximum
disjoint set covers to maximize the lifetime of network for
target monitoring problem. Author [8] paying attention at
Target Monitoring problems and maximizes network
lifetime by selecting minimum working devices through
which all objects can be handled. To find out the Monitoring
ratio of all objects is the primary aim. The monitoring ratios
of all objects have been significantly enhanced by
comparing with Ant-Colony Method.
The author [9] proposed a method based on energy utility of
sensors named energy-balance heuristic distributed method.
Target monitoring problem with modifiable sensing range is
transformed in hi-hop local Target Monitoring problem
through changeable sensing range. They took central control
of network lifetime by means of introducing description of
key target, design the energy utility function based on ratio
of Target Monitoring contribution in the direction of the
energy consumption cost and demonstrate the adaptive
modification method of waiting time. It is indicated by
stimulation that the proposed method can extend
significantly the network lifetime and contains lesser
computational as well as communication complexity, full
scalability and constancy.
By Author [10], a lifetime optimization in favor of Target
Monitoring in wireless sensor network is investigated with
Communication Optimization requirements in this approach
a column corresponding to feasible solution is brought forth.
Author [11] anticipated a heuristic greedy optimum
Monitoring method for capitalizing network lifetime in
favor of Target Monitoring. Firstly, He analyzes energy
model in favor of Target Monitoring. He presented the
meaning of key target and the Monitoring precedence of key
target. Next a strategy intended for sensor selection in which
12
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the sensing element having more energy utility is prior
selected as active sensor is planned. After that the method is
aimed based on reducing energy use of key target and
exploiting the energy efficiency of sensor devices. This
method was highly effectual as well as good scalable [12]
[13].
III

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES

While planning for Monitoring in a sensor network, there
are various elements those are must to be taken. A number
of them will be reliant on the picky application that has been
spoken. Capacities of currently been used sensor devices
must also be looked at. The majority of researchers center
on a lone localization model, but there are papers seeking to
get an additional wide-ranging method suitable in applying
in numerous types of localization.
A)

other devices in heterogeneous group. Collection of extra
potent devices are called section heads will collect data from
less potent devices. Various methods to get fine Monitoring
by means of homogenous devices are presented in [7]. All
methods will work with homogeneous network which works
with heterogeneous network.
C)

The energy constraints is a chief factor in developing a
Monitoring scheme as sensor-devices do not have unlimited
energy capacity. This provides a huge contradict to network
designers in intimidating scenario where it is not possible to
contact sensors and revive their batteries. When a certain
threshold level of energy is achieved by sensor, it will turn
into faulty and would not be capable to work correctly, and
it will distress network performance. Hence this is
extremely essential to save energy and extend life of battery.

Localization
D)

A localization of sensor network is frequently labeled as a
dense localization or a sparse location. In a particular area of
interest, the dense localization has comparatively large
number of sensor devices whereas a sparse localization
usually has fewer clients. Where it is vital to detect every
event or when it is vital to take in multiple sensors wrap an
area, the dense localization is used. Sparse localization is
engaged when financial values of sensors create the dense
localization high-priced or when it is desired attaining
greatest Monitoring by means of exposing least possible
detectors. Usually while Monitoring we presumed that
sensor devices are stable and do not change position after
being installed. Sensor devices are installed in any location
by either putting in predestined location or locating them
arbitrarily. In deterministic localization we use
predetermined network topology and position of nodes.
Addition or deletion of devices can be done for regulating
the density of the devices, also to get better the Monitoring
outcome of network
The fixed site and number of sensor devices cannot be
predetermined in random localization. The sensor devices
are circulated in the field stochastically and autonomously.
It is generally in support of unsafe or terrible such as
battleground or rival forces or tragedy application or
hospitable region where size of network is large. The
sensors are randomly installed in the susceptible area, where
these sensors recognize targets, monitor the targets and send
the monitored data back to the sink.
B)

Energy constraint:

Sensor Type

Sensor networks can be homogenous or heterogeneous
collection of devices. Sensing range, communication range
and other capabilities are identical in all devices of
homogeneous group while some devices are better than

Monitoring constraint:

Monitoring is a significant matter in Sensor Networks that
uses radio transmission and is concerned to deliver sensed
data to destination (sink node) from source sensor.
Monitoring is referred as network-Monitoring and thus
required all sensors linked with one another in the network.
To maintain monitoring each active sensing node should be
associated with the Base Station i.e. a route should be there
navigating throughout base station and active sensors. Since
sensors are low-cost devices having controlled resources,
every sensor node have restricted range of communication
contrast with range of observed region. When any sensor
could not get to destination node directly, Multi-Hop
communication is needed. Two sensors in each other's
communication range will be called as neighbors. The
network topology is build by sensor devices and the
communication link between each pairs of neighbours,
which is essential to associate with the Monitoring
requirement.
D) Centralized/Distributed Methods:
The Monitoring method can be centralized or distributed
and localized. The observing schedule in centralized
Monitoring is firstly calculated at base station and then
forwarded to sensor devices for execution. This method is
proceed on one or more devices in centralized location
commonly close to the data sink and information as of all
devices want to be transfer to the central node the benefit of
this approach is that it require awfully low processing power
from the sensor devices, that include limited processing
capabilities.
In distributed Monitoring methods, numerous sensor
devices carry out the necessary calculation helpfully and
after that these devices circulate the scheduling information
13
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to remaining sensors. The Monitoring method is executed
based on the information as of some devices (e.g.,
neighboring devices in a steady amount of hopes) in Sensor
Network. The decision is ended locally since the decision
procedure is decentralized.
Localized method implies numerous or complete node run
the process individually on the information each has
gathered. These schemes may need several processing by
the sensors involved, but they level enhanced to contain
larger networks.
IV

[8]

[9]

[10]

CONCLUSION

This paper explores Target Monitoring. It discusses
numerous issues linked with distinct challenges and
characterization relative to Target Monitoring.
[11]
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